
 

AEROSOLS 
 

Product Description / Type Temperature Range Applications / Remarks 

MOLYGRAF 106-M 
Resin bonded Molybdenum 
Disulphide 

- 40º C to + 375º C 
Inaccessible machine parts, drills, tapes, machine tools, pivot, 
linkages chains, sleeves, gears, business machines, etc.   

MOLYGRAF DRIKOTE 
Dry Molybdenum Disulphide 
powder in aerosol  

- 65º C to +450º C 
Bearings, threaded connections, bushes, pins, sprockets, 
Splines, Sleeves, Hinges, Journals, shafts, Slides, Rams, 
Chains, Wheels, Conveyors, Plungers, Locks etc. 

MOLYGRAF-106 (G) Resin bonded graphite. - 40º C to + 900º C 
Parting agent during sintering of diamond tools. Also used as 
conductive coating of surfaces requiring Elector Static 
Discharge. 

M0LYGRAF-106 (M) 
GLASS 

Resin bonded, high 
temperature resistance 
Molybdenum Disulphide base. 

- 40º C to + 900º C Parting agent for delivery lines (chute) in glass industries. 

MOLYGRAF-TEF-
SPRAY 

Resin bonded PTFE spray - 100º C to + 265º C 
Sliding surfaces operating in wide temperature range. Resist 
most acid, Chemicals, Solvents. 

MOLYGRAF-CZG 
SPARY 

Cold Zinc Galvanizing Spray - 20º C to + 375º C 

Long term rust protection for welded surfaces, bridges, 
fabricated steel structures, marine applications, aerospace, 
antenna, relay towers, off shore, on shore rigs, chemical 
plants and industrial maintenance 

CORELA-P Wax coating rust preventer - 
Effective rust/corrosion prevention of all kind of machined 
parts, tools, dies, jigs, fixtures, molds. 

RUSTLUB Solvent based rust loosener. - 
Easy re-opening of rusted mechanisms like fasteners, shafts, 
studs, etc.  

MOLYGRAF BELT 
DRESSING SPRAY 

Belt dressing spray - 
Tightening of loose V belts and flat belts made from rubber or 
synthetic materials.  

MOLYGRAF-ECC 
Solvent based electrical 
contact cleaner 

- 
Cleaning of electrical / electronic contacts in switches, 
breakers, contactors, tuners, solenoid valves, tape changers, 
etc.  

MOLYGRAF-SRA Silicone mould release agent - 60º C to + 250º C 
Mold release for rubber, plastics, FRP and non-ferrous metal 
casting. 

MOLYGRAF-PCB-COAT Conformal Protective coating - 20º C to + 120º C Conformal protective coating of Printed Circuit Boards. 

MOLYGRAF-RL-30 
Solvent based rust remover-
cum-cleaner 

- 
Cleaner-cum-lubricant for splicer, knotter, etc. of winders, 
knitting, spinning and weaving textile machinery. 

MOLYGRAF-A-SPARY  

Molybdenum Disulphide and 
synthetic oil based lubricant 
spray 

- 55º C to + 450º C 
Lubrication of bushes, guides, cams, chains, fasteners, bush 
bearings, sliding surfaces etc in textile weaving, spinning, 
winding and other machinery. 
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